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	This book collects a wealth of information about spatial audio coding into one comprehensible volume. It is a thorough reference to the 3GPP and MPEG Parametric Stereo standards and the MPEG Surround multi-channel audio coding standard. It describes key developments in coding techniques, which is an important factor in the optimization of advanced entertainment, communications and signal processing applications.


	Until recently, technologies for coding audio signals, such as redundancy reduction and sophisticated source and receiver models did not incorporate spatial characteristics of source and receiving ends. Spatial audio coding achieves much higher compression ratios than conventional coders. It does this by representing multi-channel audio signals as a downmix signal plus side information that describes the perceptually-relevant spatial information.


	Written by experts in spatial audio coding, Spatial Audio Processing:

	
		reviews psychoacoustics (the relationship between physical measures of sound and the corresponding percepts) and spatial audio sound formats and reproduction systems;
	
		brings together the processing, acquisition, mixing, playback, and perception of spatial audio, with the latest coding techniques;
	
		analyses algorithms for the efficient manipulation of multiple, discrete and combined spatial audio channels, including both MP3 and MPEG Surround;
	
		shows how the same insights on source and receiver models can also be applied for manipulation of audio signals, such as the synthesis of virtual auditory scenes employing head-related transfer function (HRTF) processing and stereo to N-channel audio upmix.



	Audio processing research engineers and audio coding research and implementation engineers will find this an insightful guide. Academic audio and psychoacoustic researchers, including post-graduate and third/fourth year students taking courses in signal processing, audio and speech processing, and telecommunications, will also benefit from the information inside.
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Neural Development and Stem Cells (Contemporary Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2005

	Developing the second edition of Neural Development and Stem Cells was necessitated

	by the rapid increase in our knowledge of the development of the nervous system.

	It has become increasingly clear that stem cells are a heterogeneous population that

	changes extensively during development. Perhaps the most important advance in our...
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Numerical Methods for Chemical Engineering: Applications in MATLABCambridge University Press, 2006

	Suitable for a first year graduate course, this textbook unites the applications of numerical mathematics and scientific computing to the practice of chemical engineering. Written in a pedagogic style, the book describes basic linear and nonlinear algebric systems all the way through to stochastic methods, Bayesian statistics and parameter...
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Reinventing Gravity: A Physicist Goes Beyond EinsteinCollins, 2008
"At last John Moffat's book is out! The voice of dissent in a sad world where every young scientist is sucking up to the dusty establishment. If you don't want to hear the same old things repeated yet again this is just the book for you. A mind-boggling foray into the odd world of gravity, straight from the mouth of the master...
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Git Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2013

	The manufacturers of computer software are facing difficult challenges caused by quite trivial reasons. A typical  application is produced by a team of developers working on hundreds, if not thousands, of files on a short schedule. 

	

	Each file needs to be available for modification by all of the developers at any...
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Android Application Testing GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	It doesn't matter how much time you invest in Android design, or even how careful
	you are when programming, mistakes are inevitable and bugs will appear. This
	book will help you minimize the impact of these errors in your Android project and
	increase your development productivity. It will show you the problems that are
	easily...
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Database Design (Mcgraw Hill Computer Science Series)McGraw-Hill, 1983
The material in this book is the result of courses given at Stanford University as “File and Database Structures” since 1971. Initially little coherent published material was available, even though a large number of references could be cited. 

In particular, no clear definition of the concept of a schema was available. Now...
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